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Abstract: A new concept of the pen is coming now that is automatic pen writer with brain sensor. Automatic writing is an ability allowing paralysed persons to produce written words without consciously writing. The words are claimed to arise from a sub-conscious, spiritual, or supernatural source. Automatic writing machine is a mechanical hand which is used to write characters as well as word. The pen is used to write whatever paralysed people wish to reveal to others with the use of brain sensors. The pen writer concept features all the traditional elements like automatic writing machine, pen, hard disk, voice sensor, brain sensor, battery etc., in an innovative manner. The automatic pen writer with sensor is designed for three main purposes. First to sense the things that comes to our mind using brain sensors, second is to convert the mind sense to voice matter. Hence the voice is thereby converted to text using automatic writing pen.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Basically, some of the physically challenged people who are able to think but unable to write due their inability. In order to overcome this difficulty the auto writing machine is designed to sense their thinking using a brain sensor and thereby converted to voice by signal using the transducer. This voice signal will be set as input to auto writing machine which has the ability to access the voice and process it. GAKKEN a Japanese company which was started in the year 1946, developed the large mechanical hand. The GAKKEN auto writing machine consist of a hand when you stick a pen to its holder will write the characters. A research is to use an auto pen for writing in easiest way. The auto writer works by having a hard disk for storing a large amount of data and three plates that rotate and caught by two sliders that then pull the spring loaded hand to draw the desire shape. The main advantage of this research is to sense our brain signals of the user followed by conversion to voice which thereby is easily turned to text and writing it on the paper another main advantage is that it stores the data in plates or hard disk.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

This system explains about the conversion of voice to text manner. The most common approaches to voice recognition can be divided into two classes.

- Templates matching
- Feature matching
Templates matching is the simplest technique and has the highest accuracy when used properly. As with any approach to voice recognition, the first step is for the user to speak a word or phrase into microphone. The electrical signal comes from the microphone is digitized by an “analog to digital (A/D) convertor” and is stored in memory. To determine the meaning of the voice input, the computer attempts to match the input with a document that has a known meaning. This technique is a close analogy to traditional command inputs from a keyboard. The program contains the input template and attempts to match this template with the actual input using a simple conditional statement.

**Speaker Dependent system**
The system has a built-in program which displays the printed word or phrase several times into a microphone during the training session. The program thereby compute statistical average of multiple samples of the same word and stores average samples as a template in a program data structure. With this approach to voice recognition the program has a “vocabulary” that is limited to words or phrases used in the training session and its user base is limited to these users who have trained the program. Hence this system is called “speaker dependent system”. It can have vocabularies on the order of a few hundred words and short phrases and recognition accuracy can be about 98 percent with the expected output.

**IV. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS**

**Electrocorticography**
It is the type of electro physiological monitoring that uses electrodes placed directly on the exposed surface of the brain to record electrical activities.

**Processor**
Processor is the logic circuit that responds to and process the basic instructions that drive a computer. The term processor is generally replaced as a central processing unit.

**Decoder**
Decoder is a circuit that changes the code into a set of signals. It is called the decoder because it does the reverse of encoding. A common type of the decoder is the line decoder which takes a digit binary number and decodes the signal. It also decodes using the Viterbi algorithm.

**Auto writing machine**
It consists of mechanical hand, plates or hard disk, voice sensor. Voice sensor accepts the voice signal and thereby produces the required outputs by using the auto writing machine.

**III. PROPOSED SYSTEM**

Brain is constantly generating electrical signal when you are thinking, sleeping or even relaxing. The signals can be detected from outside your head via sensors through electrodes. Hence broadband gamma-wave signals for every electrode is recorded using ECoG. Stacked broadband gamma features are calculated by signal processing. The processed signals are decoded into text using Viterbi algorithm. The decoded text is converted into voice using text to speech method. This voice signal is sent as input for auto writing machine. The given output samples are checked for existence in the hard disk or plates. If not existed new document are created and hence auto writing machine starts the process of writing in paper.
Brain Sensor

Brain activities are recorded by electrocorticography electrodes (blue circles). Spoken words are then decoded from neural activity patterns in the blue/yellow areas. Their “Brain-to-Text” system recorded signals from an electrocorticographic (ECoG) electrode array located on relevant surfaces of the frontal and temporal lobes of the cerebral cortex of seven epileptic patients, who participated voluntarily in the study during their clinical treatment. The Brain-to-Text system might lead to a speech-communication method for locked-in patients in the future.

Overview of Brain-to-Text System

Phone (phoneme sounds) likelihoods over time are calculated by evaluating all Gaussian ECoG phone models for every segment of ECoG features. Using ECoG phone models, a dictionary and an n-gram language model, phrases are decoded using the Viterbi algorithm. The most likely word sequence and corresponding phone sequence are calculated and the phone likelihoods over time can be displayed. Red marked areas in the phone likelihoods show most likely phone path.

The signal processing and automatic speech recognition methods were developed at the Cognitive Systems Lab of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany. ECoG technology uses a dense array of needles to record signals directly from neurons at high spatial resolution, high temporal (time) resolution, and high signal-to-noise ratio.

Brain-to-text

It has long been speculated whether communication between humans and machines based on natural speech related cortical activity is possible. Over the past decade, studies have suggested that it is feasible to recognize isolated aspects of speech from neural signals, such as auditory features, phones or one of a few isolated words. However, until now it remained an unsolved challenge to decode continuously spoken speech from the neural substrate associated with speech and language processing. Here, we show for the first time that continuously spoken speech can be decoded into the expressed words from intracranial electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings. Specifically, we implemented a system, which we call Brain-To-Text that models single phones, employs techniques from automatic speech recognition (ASR), and thereby transforms brain activity while speaking into the corresponding textual representation. Our results demonstrate that our system can achieve word error rates as low as 25% and phone error rates below 50%.

VI.IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of automatic pen writer are discussed below:

- The hard disc or plates stores the required documents.
- The speech dependent system is used for sensing a voice.
- The sensors used recognises the user and fetch user input with stored documents and returns result and start writing on paper.
- The sensor is more efficient than speech independent system. Speaker-independent speech recognition has been proven to be very difficult, because pattern matching would fail to handle, include accents and varying speed of delivery, pitch, volume and inflection.
- One more use of this invention if the user wants a fresh document which doesn’t exist in the hard disk or plates then automatic pen allows this by sensing our mind signals and then write.
- It stores the new document in the hard disk for later use.

Hence in this way the automatic pen writer with sensor works to automate writing system for physically challenged people unable to write. Hence it makes a new and better way of communication for them.

ADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATIC PEN WRITER

- Helps paralysed and physically challenged people to write easily
- Stores large amount of data
- It is portable
- Useful for wiring documents
- These uses mind recognition for fetching required signals to write

DISADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATIC PEN

- It stores only documents and not any other type of data such as image type
- It needs a battery

CONCLUSION

The system is aimed to create a machine that writes our thoughts. We are hoping forward as much as we can to satisfy the needs of physically challenged people who struggle with the inability to speak or communicate.
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